As educators what is our ultimate aim?

Our mission in raising a generation is:

to help, support, and encourage youngsters to manage their lives as
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confident individuals running to reach somewhere meaningful;
careful observants and critical thinkers of past and present;
optimistic decision and solution makers;
individuals with high social awareness beyond “me, myself, and I”;}
individuals with effort to be participatory and representative;
courageous and self confident risk takers;
catchers or painters of rainbows wherever they serve;
facilitators with sunshine;
analytical viewers, not bewildered with what’s on the world agenda;
wise managers of time;
dreamers to reach the stars with sound equipment;
confident believers in some bright light somewhere;
joyful and satisfied players;
enthusiasts, willing to discover and participate;
courageous leaders taking responsibility;
inventors and discoverers of alternatives;
creative directors with resolution formulas;
runners of a good marathon to live and let live;
appreciators of the moment to add to their portfolios of life;
jigsaw-puzzle solvers in all matters;
good team players facing all challenges with collaboration;
architects with aims and goals, and strategies that work;
AND as patient achievers in their pursuit of happiness!